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Abstract
An author name disambiguation (AND) algorithm identifies a unique author entity
record from all similar or same publication records in scholarly or similar databases.
Typically, a clustering method is used that requires calculation of similarities between
each possible record pair. However, the total number of pairs grows quadratically with
the size of the author database making such clustering difficult for millions of records.
One remedy for this is a blocking function that reduces the number of pairwise similarity
calculations. Here, we introduce a new way of learning blocking schemes by using a
conjunctive normal form (CNF) in contrast to the disjunctive normal form (DNF). We
demonstrate on PubMed author records that CNF blocking reduces more pairs while
preserving high pairs completeness compared to the previous methods that use a DNF
with the computation time significantly reduced. Thus, these concepts in scholarly
data can be better represented with CNFs. Moreover, we also show how to ensure
that the method produces disjoint blocks so that the rest of the AND algorithm can
be easily paralleled. Our CNF blocking tested on the entire PubMed database of 80
million author mentions efficiently removes 82.17% of all author record pairs in 10
minutes.
1 Introduction
The author name disambiguation (AND) is a problem of identifying each unique author
entity record from all publication records in scholarly databases [7]. It can be thought as a
special case of named entity recognition [22] and name entity linking [11], which recognizes
same entities from structured data rather than free text. It is an important pre-processing
step for a variety of problems. One example is processing author-related queries properly
(e.g., identify all of a particular author’s publications) in a digital library search engine.
Another is to calculate author-related statistics, such as h-index and studying collaboration
relationships between authors.
Typically a clustering method is used to process the AND. Clustering requires calculating
pairwise similarities between each possible pair of records, to determine whether each pair
should be in the same cluster. Since the number of possible pairs in a database is n(n−1)/2,
it grows as O(n2) with the number of records n. Since n can be millions of authors in
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some databases such as PubMed, the AND algorithm needs a blocking method to scale
[4]. A list of candidate pairs is generated by blocking, and only the pairs on the list are
considered for clustering. A good blocking method should have a balance between efficiency
and completeness. Efficiency means to minimize the number of pairs to be considered, while
completeness implies ensuring coreferent pairs remains after blocking.
Blocking is made up of blocking predicates. Each predicate is a logical binary function
that selects a set of records based on a combination of an attribute (blocking key) and a
similarity criterion. One example can be exact match of the last name. A simple but effective
way of blocking is selecting manually, with respect to the data characteristics. Most recent
work on large-scale AND uses a heuristic with initial match of first name and exact match
of last name [25, 18, 17, 13, 16, 15]. Although there is reasonable completeness, it can be
problematic when the database is extremely large, such as CiteSeerX (10.1M publications,
32.0M authors), PubMed (24.4M publications, 88.0M authors), and Web of Science (45.3M
publications, 162.6M authors)1. Table 1 shows the blocking result on PubMed using the
heuristic. Result shows most of the block sizes are less than 100 names, but a few blocks
are extremely large. Since the number of pairs grows quadratically, those few blocks can
dominate the calculation time. This imbalance of the block size is due to the popularity
of certain surnames, especially for Asian names. To make matters worse, this problem
increases as time goes by, since the growth rates of the publication records are rapidly
increasing. Figure 1 shows PubMed’s cumulative number of publication records.
To improve the blocking, some [2, 20, 3, 12, 5, 8] have proposed learning it. These
approaches can be categorized into two different types. One is disjoint blocking, where
each block is separated so that no record belongs to multiple blocks. [5, 8] belong to
this category. The other is non-disjoint blocking, where some blocks have shared records.
[2, 20, 3, 12] are some examples. Each has advantages, disjoint blocking makes the clustering
step easily parallelized; thus, each block produced can be independently clustered. Non-
disjoint blocking produces smaller blocks, since it uses both disjunction and conjunction,
and also has more degrees of freedom to select the similarity criterion.
Here, we first propose to learn a non-disjoint blocking with a conjunctive normal form
(CNF). Also, we propose to extend the method to produce disjoint blocks. Our main
contribution can be summarized as below:
• We propose a CNF blocking inspired from CNF learning [21]. We show that CNF
blocking reduces more pairs compared to DNF blocking to achieve high pairs com-
pleteness, in the domain of scholarly data. Furthermore, since early rejection of pairs
is available, processing time is faster.
• To take advantage of disjoint blocking, we extend the method to produce disjoint
blocks, so that the clustering step of the AND process can be easily parallelized.
• Gain function is used to find the best term to add in each step for learning blocking
function. We compare different gain functions introduced in previous work.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next session, we discuss previous work. This
is followed with the problem definition. Next, we describe learning of CNF blocking and
how to make use of CNF blocking while ensuring production of disjoint blocks. After that,
we evaluate our methods with a PubMed evaluation dataset. Finally, the last section is a
summary of our work including proposals for future directions.
1Those numbers are measured at the end of 2016.
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Table 1: Block Size Distribution of PubMed with the Simple Heuristic
Block Size Frequency Percentage
2 ≤ n < 10 1,586,677 59.91%
10 ≤ n < 100 910,272 34.37%
100 ≤ n < 1000 144,361 5.45%
1000 ≤ n < 10000 6,998 0.26%
10000 ≤ n < 50000 184 0.01%
n ≥ 50000 9 < 0.01%
Total 2,648,501 100.0 %
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Figure 1: Cumulative Number of Publication Records in the PubMed Database
2 Related Work
Blocking has been widely studied for record linkage and disambiguation. Standard blocking
is the simplest but most widely used method[6]. It is done by considering only pairs that
meet all blocking predicates. Each blocking predicate is consistent with a selection of a
blocking key and similarity criterion. Another is the sorted neighborhood approach [10].
It sorts the data by a certain blocking predicate, then for each record, it forms pairs with
those records within a window for further processing. Yan et al. [26] further improved this
method to select the size of the window adaptively. Aizawa and Oyama [1] introduced a
suffix array-based indexing, which uses an inverted index of suffixes to generate candidate
pairs. Each record generates pairs with records with at least one shared suffix. There is
also canopy clustering [19], which generates blocks by clustering with a simple similarity
measure and two thresholds, namely loose similarity and tight similarity. While generating
a cluster, all records within the loose similarity will be inserted into the cluster, but only
those within tight similarity will be removed from the set of candidate records, so that the
algorithm generates overlapping clusters.
Most of those methods were compared in two recent surveys by Christen [4] and Pa-
padakis et al. [23]. Those surveys show that no clear winners are among methods, and
proper parameter tuning is required for a specific task. Thus, in this paper, we mainly focus
on optimizing the blocking function for standard blocking, because of its simplicity to use
and small computational overhead of applying it. Another benefit is blocks produced by a
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standard blocking are easy to parallelize for subsequent processing, such as clustering, as
long as those blocks are mutually exclusive.
Much work optimized the blocking function for standard blocking. The blocking function
is typically presented with a logical formula with blocking predicates. Two of which on
learning a disjunctive normal form (DNF) blocking [2, 20] were published in the same year.
Making use of manually labeled record pairs, they used a sequential covering algorithm
to find the optimal blocking predicates in a greedy manner. Additional unlabeled data
was used to estimate the reduction ratio of their cost function [3] while an unsupervised
algorithm was used to automatically generate labeled pairs with rule-based heuristics used
to learn DNF blocking [12].
All the work above proposed to learn DNF blocking, which is a disjunction (OR) of
conjunctions (AND). They produce non-disjoint blocks because of the logical OR terms.
On the other hand, other work learns the blocking function with a pure conjunction, to
ensure to generate disjoint blocks. Das et al. [5] learns a conjunctive blocking tree, which
has different blocking predicates for each branch on the tree. Fisher et al. [8] produces blocks
with respect to a size restriction, by generating candidate blocks with a list of predefined
blocking predicates and then performs a merge and split step to generate the block with the
desired size.
Our work proposes a method for learning a non-disjoint blocking function in a conjunctive
normal form (CNF), and later extend it to ensure generating disjoint blocks, which is not
previously studied in this field. Our method is inspired from the CNF learner proposed in
[21], which is the idea that CNF can be a logical dual of DNF.
3 Problem Definition
Our work tackles the same problem with the DNF blocking [2, 20]. Let R = {r1, r2, · · · , rn}
be the set of records in the database, where n is the number of records. Each record r
has k attributes, and A be the attribute set A = {a1.a2, · · · , ak}. A blocking predicate p
is a combination of an attribute a and a similarity function s defined to a. An example
of s is exact string match of a. It is a logical binary function applied to each pair of
records, so p(rx, ry) = {0, 1}, where rx, ry ∈ R. Blocking function f is a boolean logic
formula consisting with blocking predicates p1, p2, · · · , pn, and each predicate is connected
with either conjunction ∧ or disjunction ∨. An example is fexample = (p1 ∧ p2) ∨ p3. Since
it is made up of blocking predicates, f(rx, ry) = {0, 1} for all rx, ry ∈ R.
The goal is to find an optimal blocking function f∗ that covers a minimum number
record pairs while missing up to ε of total number of matching record pairs. To formalize
it,
f∗ = argmin
f
∑
(rx,ry)∈R
f(rx, ry)
s.t.
∑
(ri,rj)∈R+
f(ri, rj) ≥ (1− ε)× |R+|
(1)
where R+ is set of matching record pairs.
4
4 Learning Blocking Function
In this section, we first review the DNF blocking [2, 20]. Then we introduce our CNF
blocking, which can be implemented with a small modification from the DNF blocking.
Then, we describe several gain functions. It is used to select an optimal predicate term
in each step for learning CNF and DNF. Finally, we discuss an extension to ensure the
production of disjunctive blocks for easy parallelization.
4.1 DNF blocking
DNF blocking is originally proposed by two parallel work [2, 20] in the same year. Although
some details are different, the main idea is similar. Given labeled pairs, they attempt to
learn the blocking function in the form of DNF, which is the disjunction (logical OR) of
conjunction (logical AND) terms. Learning DNFs are known to be a NP-hard problem
[2], they proposed an approximation algorithm to learn k-DNF blocking using a sequential
covering algorithm. k-DNF means each conjunction term has, at most, k predicates.
Algorithm 1 shows the process of DNF blocking. Function LearnDNF in line 16-39 is
the main function of the algorithm. It gets 3 inputs, L is labeled sample pairs, P is blocking
predicates, k is the parameter of maximum predicates considered in each conjunction term.
First, to reduce the computation, the algorithm selects a set of candidate conjunction
terms with at most k predicates. It is not practical to use all possible combinations, since
the time complexity will be exponential to k. For each predicate p, it generates k candidate
conjunction terms with the function LearnConjTerms in line 1-14. It iteratively selects
a predicate pi, which has the best gain value when it is added into the conjunction term
selected from previous step (line 8). Gain value is calculated by the function CalcGain,
there are several different metrics to calculate it. We discuss them in detail in later section.
Using the candidate terms, the algorithm learns a DNF blocking function by running
a sequential covering algorithm (line 26-35). In each iteration, it sequentially selects a
conjunction term Term from the set of candidate conjunction terms Terms that has the
maximum gain value, and attach it with logical OR to the DNF term. Gain is again
calculated with the function CalcGain. Then all positive and negative samples covered
by Term are removed. This process repeats until it covers the desired minimum amount
of positive samples, or there is no additional candidate term that produces a positive gain
value.
4.2 CNF blocking
CNF blocking can be learned with a small modification from the DNF blocking algorithm.
First, we review some basic boolean algebra to understand the relation between CNF and
DNF. CNF can be presented as the entire negation of a corresponding DNF and vice versa,
using De Morgan’s laws. De Morgan’s laws are as follows:
¬(A ∧B)↔ (¬A) ∨ (¬B) (2)
¬(A ∨B)↔ (¬A) ∧ (¬B) (3)
For example, let’s assume that we have a DNF formula ¬A ∨ (¬B ∧ ¬C). The negation
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Algorithm 1 DNF Blocking
1: function LearnConjTerms(L,P, p, k)
2: Let Pos be set of positive samples in L
3: Let Neg be set of negative samples in L
4: Terms← {p}
5: CurTerm← p
6: i← 1
7: while i < k do
8: Find pi ∈ P that maximizes gain function CalcGain(Pos,Neg, CurTerm∧ pi)
9: CurTerm← CurTerm ∧ pi
10: Add CurTerm to Terms
11: i← i+ 1
12: end while
13: return Terms
14: end function
15:
16: function LearnDNF(L,P, k)
17: CandTerms← φ
18: for p ∈ P do
19: Terms←LearnConjTerms(L,P, p, k)
20: CandTerms← CandTerms ∪ Terms
21: end for
22: Let Pos be set of positive samples in L
23: Let Neg be set of negative samples in L
24: DNF ← φ
25: while |Pos| > ε× |Pos| do
26: Find T ∈ CandTerms that maximizes gain function CalcGain(Pos,Neg, T )
27: if CalcGain(Pos,Neg, t) > 0 then
28: DNF ← DNF ∨ T
29: Let PosCov be all l ∈ Pos that satisfies T
30: Let NegCov be all l ∈ Neg that satisfies T
31: Pos← Pos− PosCov
32: Neg ← Neg −NegCov
33: else
34: break loop
35: end if
36: end while
37: return DNF
38: end function
of the formula is a CNF formula by using (2) and (3):
¬(¬A ∨ (¬B ∧ ¬C)) = A ∧ ¬(¬B ∧ ¬C)
= A ∧ (B ∨ C)
Using this fact, Mooney proposed an approximate CNF learning [21], which is a logical
dual of DNF learning. Inspired from it, we present our CNF blocking method, which is a
logical dual of the DNF blocking.
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Algorithm 2 CNF Blocking
1: function LearnNegConjTerms(L,NegP, p, k)
2: Let Pos be set of positive samples in L
3: Let Neg be set of negative samples in L
4: Terms← {p}
5: CurTerm← p
6: i← 1
7: while i < k do
8: Find pi ∈ NegP that maximizes gain function CalcNeg-
Gain(Pos,Neg, CurTerm ∧ pi)
9: CurTerm← CurTerm ∧ pi
10: Add CurTerm to Terms
11: i← i+ 1
12: end while
13: return Terms
14: end function
15:
16: function LearnCNF(L,P, k)
17: CandTerms← φ
18: Let NegP is negation of each p ∈ P
19: for p ∈ NegP do
20: Terms←LearnNegConjTerms(L,NegP, p, k)
21: CandTerms← CandTerms ∪ Terms
22: end for
23: Let Pos be set of positive samples in L
24: Let Neg be set of negative samples in L
25: NegDNF ← φ
26: while |Pos| > (1− ε)× |Pos| do
27: Find T ∈ CandNegTerms that maximizes gain function CalcNeg-
Gain(Pos,Neg, Term)
28: if CalcNegGain(Pos,Neg, T ) > 0 then
29: NegDNF ← NegDNF ∨ T
30: Let PosCov be all l in Pos that satisfies T
31: Let NegCov be all l in Neg that satisfies T
32: Pos← Pos− PosCov
33: Neg ← Neg −NegCov
34: else
35: break loop
36: end if
37: end while
38: CNF ← ¬(NegDNF )
39: return CNF
40: end function
Algorithm 2 shows the proposed CNF blocking. The algorithm has similar structure as
Algorithm 1. Instead of running a sequential covering algorithm to cover all positive samples,
CNF blocking first tries to cover all negative samples using negated blocking predicates. In
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other words, we learn a DNF formula that is consistent with a negated predicate, which we
call negated DNF (NegDNF in Algorithm 2). NegP is the negation of each predicate p in
P . Main function LearnCNF gets 3 inputs as LearnDNF in Algorithm 1. L is labeled
sample pairs, P is blocking predicates, k is the parameter of maximum predicates in each
term.
The algorithm runs as follows. First, it generates a set of negated candidate conjunction
term Terms from all p in NegP (line 16). We use a dual of the original gain function,
CalcNegGain to select a predicate for generating a negated candidate conjunction. Then,
as in the DNF blocking, it runs the sequential covering algorithm to learn the negated DNF
formula (line 27-38), which iteratively adds a negated conjunction term until it covers the
desired amount of samples. We select a negated conjunction term with a dual of the original
gain function, CalcNegGain. Also, note that the termination condition of the loop (line
27) is when ε of total positive samples are covered with the learned NegDNF , to ensure
we miss less than ε of the total number of positive samples in the final CNF formula. After
we get the final NegDNF , we negate it to get the desired CNF.
4.3 Gain Function
Gain function estimates the benefit of adding a specific term to the current learned formula
for DNF / CNF blocking. It is used in two different places in the algorithm; one is when
we choose the conjunction candidates (line 8 in both Algorithm 1 and 2), the other is when
we choose a term from the candidates in each iteration (line 27 in Algorithm 1, line 28
in Algorithm 2). Previous methods [21, 2, 20] proposed a different gain function, here we
describe the original function for DNF blocking and its dual to use for our CNF blocking,
and we compare the results in the experiments section. P , N is the total number of positive
/ negative samples. In addition, p, n is the number of remaining positive / negative samples
covered by the term.
4.3.1 Information Gain
It is originally from Mooney’s DNF and CNF learner [21]. Original gain function for DNF
learner can be calculated as
gainDNF = p×
[
log
(
p
p+ n
)
− log
(
P
P +N
)]
(4)
The gain function of CNF learner can be calculated in the same way, in this case since we
cover negative samples,
gainCNF = n×
[
log
(
n
n+ p
)
− log
(
N
N + P
)]
(5)
4.3.2 Ratio Between Positive and Negative Samples Covered
Bilenko et al. [2] used this for their DNF blocking. It calculates the ratio between the
number of positives and the number of negatives covered.
gainDNF =
p
n
(6)
gainCNF =
n
p
(7)
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4.3.3 Reduction Ratio
Michaelson and Knoblock [20] picked terms with the maximum reduction ratio (RR). In
addition, they filter out all terms that has with pairwise completeness (PC) below threshold
t. This can be presented as:
gainDNF =
{
p+n
P+N if
p
P > t
0 otherwise
(8)
gainCNF =
{
p+n
P+N if
n
N > t
0 otherwise
(9)
4.4 Learning Disjoint Blocks
Blocking methods can be categorized into non-disjoint and disjoint. A blocking method is
disjoint if all records are separated into mutual exclusive blocks by applying the method.
A blocking function is disjoint if and only if it suffices the following conditions: 1) it only
consists of pure conjunction (logical AND), 2) all predicates use non-relative similarity
measures. That is, measures comparing absolute value of blocking key, e.g. exact match of
first n characters.
DNF and CNF blocking are both forms of non-disjoint blocking due to the first condition.
A disjoint blocking has the advantage that parallelization can be performed easily after
applying the blocking method, by running processes for each blocks separately. A weakness
of this form is that an ordinary disjoint method tends to have larger blocks, because its
formula cannot use logical OR, and only non-relative similarity measures can be used for
candidate predicates.
We introduce a simple extension to ensure our CNF blocking to produce disjoint blocks
(Algorithm 3). This is carried out by first producing two blocking functions. The first
function learns a blocking function with only conjunctions. This can be performed by
running our CNF blocking method with k = 1 and using a set of predicates with non-
relative similarity measures Pdisjoint, since 1-CNF equals to pure conjunction. Then, we
learn a CNF blocking with our ordinary k-CNF method with the whole set of predicates
Pfull, for pairs remaining after applying 1-CNF .
After learning them, we first apply the 1-CNF to the whole database to produce disjoint
blocks. Then for each block, we apply the second k-CNF blocking function to identify pairs
for further processing (clustering). Thus, we filter out pairs that are not consistent with
k-CNF, considering them as non-matched pairs. This is similar to the filtering method from
Gu and Baxter [9] and Khabsa et al. [14]. The difference is that we learn those instead of
choosing heuristically.
This method still produces CNF since it combines conjunction terms and k-CNF with
logical AND. The first part consisting of pure conjunction ensures the production of non-
disjoint blocks.
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Algorithm 3 Disjoint CNF Blocking
1: function DisjointCNF(L,Pdisjoint, Pfull, k)
2: Conj ← LearnCNF(L,Pdisjoint, 1)
3: Let L′ be set of l ∈ L satisfies Conj
4: CNF ← LearnCNF(Lremain, Pfull, k)
5: Blocks← Apply Conj to whole data
6: for Block ∈ Blocks do
7: Let L′′ be l ∈ Block that satisfies CNF
8: Consider pairs in L′′ only for clustering
9: end for
10: end function
Table 2: Summary of PubMed Benchmark Dataset
# Authors # Mentions # Total Pairs # Matched Pairs
214 3,964 7,854,666 51,052
5 Experiments
5.1 Benchmark Dataset
We use the PubMed for the evaluation. PubMed is a public large-scale scholarly database
maintained by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) at the National
Library of Medicine (NLM). We use NIH principal investigator (PI) data for evaluation,
which include PI IDs and corresponding publications. We randomly picked 10 names from
the most frequent ones in the dataset and verified that all publications belong to each PI.
The set of names include C* Lee, J* Chen, J* Smith, M* Johnson, M* Miller, R* Jones, S*
Kim, X* Yang, Y* Li, Y* Wang, where C* means any name starts with C. Table 2 shows
the statistics of the dataset. Experiments are done with 2-fold cross validation.
5.2 Methodology
5.2.1 Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate our CNF blocking with reduction ratio (RR), pairs completeness (PC), and
F-measure. These metrics are often used to evaluate blocking methods. Those metrics can
be calculated as follows:
RR = 1− p+ n
P +N
(10)
PC =
p
P
(11)
F =
2×RR× PC
RR+ PC
(12)
where P , N are the numbers of positive/negative samples, and p, n are the numbers of
positive/negative samples covered with the blocking function. RR measures the efficiency
of the blocking function, PC measures the quality of the blocking function. F is the harmonic
mean of RR and PC.
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Table 3: Blocking Predicates Used for Learning Disjoint Blocking Function
Blocking Key Similarity Criterion
First Name exact, first(n), last(n)
Last Name exact, first(n), last(n)
Middle Name exact, first(n), last(n)
Affiliation exact
Order order
Year exact, digit(n)
Venue exact
5.2.2 Blocking Predicates Used
We define two different sets of blocking predicates. As we discussed in the previous section,
disjoint blocking requires the use of predicates with non-relative similarity measures (e.g.,
exact match) to ensure blocks are mutually exclusive. On the other hand, non-disjoint
blocking has more degrees of freedom to include relative similarity measures (e.g., TF-IDF
cosine distance). The blocking predicates set for disjoint and non-disjoint blocking are
described in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively.
We observed an important characteristic of the data: some attributes are empty. For
example, 92.2% include year, 19.9% have affiliation, 54.5% of the author mentions have only
initials for the first name. To deal with it better, we add compatible for those blocking keys.
Below is a brief explanation for each similarity criterion.
• exact: Exact match.
• first(n), last(n): First/Last n character match, where n is an integer. We check
{1, 3, 5, 7} for name attributes.
• order: Assigns True if both records are first authors, last authors, or non-first and
non-last authors.
• digit(n): First n digit match. We check {1, 2, 3} for year.
• compatible: True if at least one of the records are empty (Eq. 13). If the key is name,
it also checks if the initial matches if one of the records has only initial (Eq. 14).
compatible(A,B) =
{
True if at least one is empty
exact(A,B) otherwise
(13)
compatible(A,B) =

True if at least one is empty
exact(A,B) if both are full name
first1(A,B) otherwise
(14)
• cos: Cosine distance of TF-IDF bag-of-words vector. We check with threshold {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8}.
• diff : Year difference. We use the threshold {2, 5, 10}.
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Table 4: Blocking Predicates Used for Learning Non-Disjoint Blocking Function
Blocking Key Similarity Criterion
First Name exact, first(n), last(n), compatible
Last Name exact, first(n), last(n), compatible
Middle Name exact, first(n), last(n), compatible
Title cos
Affiliation exact, cos, compatible
Coauthor cos
Order order
Year exact, digit, diff
Venue exact, cos
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Figure 2: Comparison of Gain Functions. PosNeg Ratio is the ratio between positive and
negative samples covered.
5.2.3 Parameter Setting
ε is used to vary the PC; we tested values inside [0, 1] to get the PC–RR curve. k is selected
experimentally to calculate the maximum reachable F-measure. The result was 0.9458,
0.9531, 0.9540, 0.9535 for k = 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively. For k > 5, the result was the same as
with k = 4, which means no terms were selected in more than four predicates. From the
result, k = 3 had the highest F so we use it for further experiments.
5.3 Experimentation Result
5.3.1 Gain Function
We tested three different gain functions introduced in the previous section. Figure 2 shows
the PC–RR curve generated by testing various ε values. Blocking usually requires high PC,
so that we do not lose matched pairs after it is applied. So, we focused on experimenting for
high PC values. As we can see from the results, information gain has highest RR overall.
Thus, we use it as the gain function for the rest of the experiments.
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Figure 3: Comparison of Non-disjoint Blocking Methods
Table 5: Processing Time of Non-disjoint Blocking Methods
Method Training Time (s) Blocking Time (s)
CNF Blocking 147.36 1.39
DNF Blocking 564.25 2.09
Canopy Clustering N/A 0.44
5.3.2 Non-disjoint CNF Blocking
We compare the non-disjoint CNF blocking method with the DNF blocking and canopy
clustering [19]. We use a supervised method to train DNF [2, 20] to take advantage of
training data. We used the set of Jaro–Winkler distance of attributes for canopy clustering.
Figure 3 shows the PC–RR curve for each method. Both CNF and DNF were better
than canopy clustering, as was shown in Bilenko et al. [2]. CNF and DNF results are
comparable except for high PC (>0.9) values. From the result, concepts in the domain of
scholarly data can be better represented with CNFs. For the AND problem, the blocking
requires high PC so that positive pairs are not excluded in the clustering process, so CNF
is preferred.
Another advantage of using CNF is the processing time. Table 5 compares the training
time and blocking time at PC=0.99, excluding calculation of string distances. The com-
putation time of CNF is significantly reduced compared to DNF. This is because CNF is
composed with conjunction of disjunction terms, it can quickly reject pairs that are not
consistent with any terms. On the other hand, DNF consists of disjunction of conjunction
terms, so each pair should check all terms to make the final decision. Canopy clustering
is the fastest, but it degrades RR significantly in high PC setting. Learned CNF is also
simpler than DNF. Learned CNF at this level is as below (fn, mn, ln is first, middle, last
name respectively):
{(fn,first(5))∨(fn,compatible)∨(coauth,cos(0.8))} ∧
{(ln,exact)} ∧ {(mn,compatible)} ∧
{((fn,first(3))∨(fn,compatible))}
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Figure 4: Comparison of Disjoint Blocking Methods
And learned DNF is:
{((coauth,cos(0.8))∧(ln,exact)∧(mn,compatible))} ∨
{((venue,cos(0.4))∧(mn,first(1)∧(fn,compatible)} ∨
{(fn,compatible)∧(mn,first(1)∧(ln,exact)} ∨
{((venue,cos(0.8))∧(fn,exact)}
In addition, we observed that proposed compatible predicate was frequently used in our
result. This shows the effectiveness of compatible in dealing with the empty value.
5.3.3 Disjoint CNF Blocking
We evaluate our extension to make disjoint blocks with the CNF blocking. We compare the
blocking learned with a pure conjunction, our proposed method, and the method of Fisher
et al. [8].
Figure 4 shows the RR–PC curve for each method. We also plot the original non-disjoint
CNF blocking for comparison. We can see that our proposed disjoint CNF blocking is the
winner among non-disjoint methods. Fisher’s method produced nearly uniform-sized blocks,
but it had a limitation to reach high PC and generally RR was similar to conjunction for the
same PC level. Disjoint CNF has some degradation compared with the non-disjoint CNF
because it is forced to use pure conjunction and limited predicates in the first part. However,
this simple extension can aid to easily parallelize the clustering process. Parallelization is
important to make the disambiguation algorithm scale to PubMed-scale scholarly databases
[13].
Processing time for disjoint CNF blocking comparable to the original non-disjoint CNF
blocking, it takes 1.57s at PC=0.99. The learned disjoint CNF is:
{(fn,first(1))} ∧ {(ln,exact)} ∧
{(fn,compatible)∨(coauth,cos(0.8))} ∧ {(mn,compatible)}
First two terms are from 1-CNF, and others from 3-CNF learner. We also tested this
function to the whole PubMed. 82.17% of the pairs is reduced using the learned blocking
function, and the running time is 10.5 min with 24 threads.
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6 Conclusion
We show how to learn an efficient blocking function with a conjunctive normal form (CNF)
of blocking predicates. Using CNF as a negation of corresponding disjunctive normal form
(DNF) of predicates [21], our method is the logical dual of existing DNF blocking methods
[2, 20]. We find that a learned CNF blocking function reduces more pairs for a large number
of target pairs completeness with a faster run time. We devise an extension that ensures
that our CNF blocking produces disjoint blocks, so that the clustering process can be easily
parallelized.
Future work could improve our CNF method so it could be used on different levels of
blocking functions for each block with a pure conjunction blocking function [5]. Instead of
using a sequential covering algorithm, the feasibility of using linear programming to find an
optimal CNF [24] could be explored.
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